[Aneurysm of the abdominal aorta. Is arterial hypertension a risk factor?].
the purpose of this study was to measure ecographically and ascertain the characteristics of the abdominal aorta in a sample of the male population over sixty years, and try to correlate the findings with some so-called "risk factors" most currently quoted in the medical press, such as arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus, tobacco consumption and coronary or cerebrovascular diseases. this is a preliminary note of the results obtained in the first forty patients in a prospective study (still ongoing). They were choose randomly from all those admitted to the general medicine ward of Medicine I Hosp. St. Maria or attended at the Medicine or Cardiology/Hypertension outpatient clinics at the same hospital. Pearson's linear correlation, Student's t test for not paired samples and chi-square tests were used to analyze the results. the medium value obtained for the abdominal aorta diameter (daa) was 28.8 mm (SD. +/- 3.6). In this sample there was no correlation between the age and daa (r:0.03), nor any statistical difference (chi-square) in the daa between the subgroups creating regarding the existence of hypertension no hypertension, active smoking/no smoking habits, or the association of all these so-called risk factors added to diabetes as opposed to their absence (the number of patients is still insufficient to reach statistical significance). in this study no risk factor/marker of the aneurysm of the abdominal aorta was so far detected in a population of aged male patients, but in some groups (as in the association of multiple factors) the number of patients was insufficient to reach any significant statistical conclusion.